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Abstract
In this talk, a brief introduction to some nonparametric statistical process control (SPC) charts for monitoring the mean will first be presented. Then a new multivariate nonparametric control chart for monitoring the shape parameters will be discussed. It is based on integrating a powerful multivariate spatial-sign test and exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) control scheme for on-line sequential monitoring. This proposed control chart possesses some other important features: its computational speed is fast compared with parametric multivariate EWMA scheme; it is easy to implement because only the multivariate median and the associated transformation matrix need to be estimated from the historical data before monitoring; it is efficient in detecting small or moderate process shifts. When the process distribution is heavy-tailed or skewed, it is also able to handle the case when the sample size is one and effective in detecting downward shifts. Simulation comparisons and a real data example show that it performs quite well in applications.
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